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I would like to start by 
thanking Glenda for her 
time and dedication to 
the board, and the 
association as a whole. 
Under her leadership, our 
membership grew to the 
highest level ever. We put 
on 7 live events all over 
the state which provided 
a total of 30 live hours of 
educational content to 
680 attendees. Our 
Virginia Land Title 
Institute provided 1392 
online credit hours to 459 

students. Her decisiveness allowed the board to 
continue moving in the right direction and remain 
focused on the goals of our strategic plan. I am 
personally grateful for the example she has set for 
me for the coming year. 

I find myself in a familiar situation tonight. That is, 
standing behind a podium in front of a room full of 
my peers who are hanging on my every word just 
waiting for me to impart great pearls of wisdom. In 
the last almost 2 decades, I have stood before you 
countless times to educate you all on dozens of 
different tit le related topics, but tonight is a litt le 
different. First off, you won't be getting any credits 
for listening to me, but that doesn't mean I don't 
still expect you to hang on my every word. 

My goal is actually still the same as it is when I am 
presenting seminar material. I want to educate 
you. I want to educate you on the value that each 
one of you has to our industry and association. I 
want to show you the importance of sharing your 
time and talent with VLTA. 

We are often asked to commit our time and talents 
to many different worthy causes. There is never a 
shortage of folks around us with their hand 

extended looking for an able and willing mind or 
body to lend their time and talent. Whether it is a 
request to help coach litt le league or serve on the 
stewardship committee of your church, it can often 
feel like everyone wants a piece of your time. 

My goal tonight and for the next year is to show 
you the value of your time and talents and why 
you should invest them in our association. It may 
sound and feel like a worn-out adage, but our 
association, dare I say, even our industry is only as 
strong as our weakest link. That weak link is 
complacency and lack of involvement. We all face 
many of the same challenges no matter what 
piece of the puzzle we help solve: 

How do I do more with the same or perhaps even 
less resources? 

How do I stay abreast of the latest trends, available 
technology, changes in the law and changes in the 
business and regulatory climate? 

Many of us in this room are competitors when we 
are outside of these four walls. However, we are 
also teammates when it comes to addressing 
these and many other important issues. We all 
actively work together to better this association 
and our industry as a whole. That does not mean 
we lose our individual identity or competitive edge 
by actively participating in this association. In 
reality, nothing could be farther from the truth. 
When we all actively participate and lend our time, 
talents and resources, we all benefit. The 
customers and clients we work for all benefit by 
doing business with a better educated and 
informed industry participant. Now, I fully realize 
that to a large degree, I am really just preaching to 
the choir and loyal followers of our flock. (Don't 
worry, I am not going to break out in song? I will 
spare you that experience.) Yet there is value in 
reminding all of us that we are in fact teammates. 
We all want our association to win and be the best 
version of our collective selves as possible. 

FROM THE PRESIDENT
Acceptance Speech at the VLTA June Convention    

Katherine Crawford, Esq.

VLTA President 2017-2018

First American Title

Insurance Company

Continued on page 7
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Why is housing 
invent ory so low ? 

Home Inventory is 7% 
lower compared to last 
year. According to CNBC, 
?Homes in April sold the 
fastest since Redfin 
began tracking the 
market in 2010. The 
typical home went under 
contract in just 40 days, 
10 days faster than April 
2016. As a result, 1 in 4 
homes sold above their 
list price, which is the 
highest percentage 

Redfin has recorded.? Whether it?s the after effects of 
the 2008 housing market crash or the delayed 
retirement of baby boomers, we?ve all noticed an 
inventory shortage in homes this summer. It has been a 
seller?s market all year. But why? Here are some 
resources I?ve found to explain the inventory crunch: 

- 2015: Why is Housing Inventory So Low? 
- 2016: 6 Ways to Explain Low Inventory 
- 2017: Explaining Today?s Real Estate Inventory 

Shortage 

Why is it  hard t o hire people? 

Recently, VLTA has received numerous requests for 
referrals for processors for tit le agencies across the 
Commonwealth. These requests almost always include 
the stipulation that the new hire should have at least 2 
years of experience as a processor. So many of these 
vacancies go unfulfilled. Why is it so hard to hire 
people? There may be several factors at play: 

- Training shortage ? Few offices are willing to train 
new hires without experience. 

- Aging industry ? The majority of industry 
professionals are now over 50, and we expect to see 
mass retirements over the next 10 years, making 
the talent shortage even more critical. 

- Fear of entry ? After the 2008 crash, hundreds of 
talented professionals left the land title industry 
because of economic conditions. Many are unwilling 

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
In my capacity as Executive Director, I often serve as a sort of switchboard for industry-

related questions. Let?s explore some of the most frequently asked questions from this 

summer.  

KATHLEEN E. HERNDON, PHD

Executive Director
Virginia Land Title Association

to return because of their fear of returning to a 
potentially unstable job.

- No industry hiring nexus ? While VLTA hosts an 
online careers page, it?s not well-known yet. 
Companies looking for talent, and professionals 
seeking jobs have a hard time connecting. 

There is no quick solution to these issues, but VLTA 
continues to strive to put forward excellent training 
both live and online, and we continue to promote our 
online career center. 

Scroll to read more

What ?s going on w it h Best  Pract ices? 

In 2013, ALTA put forward industry Best Practices in 
response to their dialogue with lenders and the 
CFPB. In 2014, VLTA took up the cause of educating 
our Association about the ins and outs of Best 
Practices. Rumors of required certifications spread 
like wildfire, and many companies took the time to 
draft Best Practices manuals and contract for 
audits and certifications. Then, suddenly, 
everything went quiet. It seemed like the Best 
Practices fever had abated. What?s up with that? 

ALTA continues to encourage title and settlement 
companies to engage in the Best Practices 
framework, along with the new Maturity Model 
available through ALTA. Indeed, it appears that over 
time, adherence to Best Practices, and a 
demonstration that your company is managing its 
liabilit ies adequately may become more and more 
important to lenders as ALTA completes its national 
registry. VLTA encourages all tit le and settlement 
companies in Virginia to continue to operate with 
Best Practices in mind. These guidelines protect 
both you and your clients. Learn more about ALTA?s 
newest guidance on Best Practices in this great 
online session (2 hours CE/CLE) from Steve Day. 

Where can I get  help w it h cybersecur it y? 

Wire fraud scams are up 480% since 2016, and 
approximately 40% of cyberattacks affect 
companies with fewer than 500 employees. 
Cybersecurity is the most critical industry concern 
of our time. Unfortunately, most tit le insurance 
professionals don?t have a tech background, and 
feel particularly vulnerable to cybersecurity threats. 
Take the time to educate yourself and your staff on 
cybersecurity ? VLTA can help! 

- Get discounts on cyber-education with SME 
- Take classes online 
- Train your staff ? contact Melissa Ellis for staff 

training at melissa.ellis@smeinc.net 
- Connect with Virginia resources 

When can we expect  t o see t he new VCTSA 
program ? 

It?s almost here! The new VCTSA course will be 
released on Sept em ber  15 at 
www.pathlms.com/vlta. VCTSA is a comprehensive 
course offering detailed instruction and insight into 
the modern settlement process. Approved for 16 
hours of CE and CLE credits, you can knock out a lot 
of continuing education in one fell swoop with this 
online class. The course will be priced at $260 for 
members, $520 for non-members. The course 
covers: Licensing & RESA Registration; Regulatory 
Agencies; The Real Estate Contract; Loan Closing 
Instructions; The Title Commitment; Pre-Closing 
Activities (Opening the File, Closing Protection 
Letters); Closing Activities (HUD-1 Settlement 
Statement, Closing Disclosure, ALTA Settlement 
Statement, Buyer & Seller Papers); Special 
Problems encountered during closing; Special 
Closing Types (REO, Estate Sales, 1031 Exchanges, 
etc.); Post-Closing Activities (Policies, Recording, 
Releases, Escrow, etc.); Escrow Account 
Management, Reconciliation, and Escheat; Attorney 
Settlement Agents ? Special Topics, UPL; Marketing 
Statutes, CFPB; Additional State and Federal 
Regulatory Issues; Fraud & Theft Prevention, Data 
Security. 

That?s all for this month, but keep those questions 
coming! We?re here to serve you!  
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The line up of articles 
include: an article by 
Melissa Ellis on The 
Importance of 
Cybersecurity for Small 
Businesses; an article 
by Eugene McCullough 
entitled Whatcha 
Gonna Do When A Data 
Breach Happens to 
You?; an article by Eric 
Nesheim as Part II: A 
Visit From the FBI from 
our Tales From The 
Table Column. Also of 
special interest is the 
article by Deirdre Vo 

on Multicultural Settlements. Be sure to check out 
the newest article by TUTE He Was A Legend In His 
Own Mind from our Title Tips by TUTE Column. I 
hope you enjoyed the VLTA Convention spread 
from our trip to Landsdowne Resort & Spa, much 

fun was had by all!  

I want to give a big Thank You to all our advertisers 
and contributors for their many contributions. I 
especially want to thank our Examiner Editorial 
Board members for their dedication and hard 
work. If you enjoy writing and have a topic of 
interest, we want to hear from you! Send in your 
ideas and articles to vlta@vlta.org.  

I know that we are all very busy in our business 
endeavors, but I hope that you will take some time 
to think about joining a VLTA Committee and share 
your time and talents. Volunteer with the VLTA, it 
really is a wonderful opportunity to see old 
friends, network and meet new business 
professionals and share in the wide range of 
interesting opportunities. After all? .

 

It is not enough to be busy. So are the Ants. 

The question is: What are we busy about?  
- HENRY DAVID THOREAU

FROM THE DIRECTOR 

I hope that you enjoy this Issue of the VLTA Examiner with the focus on Cyber Security 

in the Title Industry.   

Julie Ann Rutledge, VCTE

Director/Editor, VLTA Examiner

However, in order to be the best, we all need to lean 
in. 

 So, today, I ask you to lean in. Regardless of 
whether you are new to our industry or a 20 year 
seasoned veteran, join a committee that interests 
you.  

Perhaps you were in charge of your office's annual 
Christmas party. The events committee could 
benefit from the experience that gave you. 

If you write the blog for your company's website, 
the Examiner would really benefit from your 
proofing skills. 

If you just did research on an interesting topic for a 
seminar or just to further your own understanding 
of the issue, considering writing a brief article for 
our newsletter. 

President?s Message, cont?d

Scroll to read more

If you are tech savvy or excel at marketing, consider 
working with the communications committee. 

My point is?  yes, I do have a point. My point is that 
each and every single one of you sitting in this room 
possesses a wealth of industry knowledge and has 
valuable skill sets that our association needs to 
harness in order to continue the great work that we 
do. 

It is no accident that the Virginia Land Title 
Association is regarded as one of the most active 
and successful land title associations in the country. 
As I outlined earlier, we have accomplished a great 
deal in the last few years and folks all over the 
country have taken notice of this and consistently 
seek our guidance and ask us 'how did you do that?' 

The answer is so simple?  our members and 
volunteers. You all are the how and the why behind 
our tremendous success. 

But make no mistake, this is not the time to take our 
foot off the gas. On the contrary, it is the time to 
push forward with new initiatives and continue our 
education efforts. But in order to do that, I ask each 
of you to lean in just a litt le bit further. Share your 
talents and your time with us. Get involved. 

This is our chosen profession. We owe it to ourselves 
to continue to make our industry association as 
strong and prominent as possible. By doing so, we 
all benefit. Steve Day mentioned this earlier 
today? We have a great story to tell and we need all 
of you to help us go out and tell it. 

So get involved, share your talents. I look forward to 
working with each of you in the coming year. Thank 
you.  

mailto:vlta@vlta.org


Ronald Donn Scholarship

MICHELLE KAILA, 
STA TITLE & ESCROW
This year?s Ronald Donn Award winner wrote: 
?VLTA does a great job putting on their annual 
event. This will be my 3rd year attending and my 
first as a licensed agent and I have always felt 
that they are very informative and they make 
sure the speakers not only give us great 
information, but also hold our attention. The YPN 
events and happy hour at the end of the day is a 
great way to help get the younger professionals 
more involved for the entire event. As a 
processor, I do think 
it would be nice to 
have a class or series 
of classes to help 
new processors 
learn the ins and 
outs of the tit le 
industry and the 
basics of processing. 
I also think the same 
would be a good 
idea for new agents 
beginning to 
underwrite.?? 

Volunteer of the Year Award

STEPHANIE CAMPBELL, 
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL 
TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
This year?s volunteer of the year has gone above 
and beyond the call of duty in more ways than 
we can count. At this year?s Charlottesville 
regional event, one of our speakers got her dates 
mixed up, and didn?t arrive to speak. We were 
about 15 minutes out from the session time, and 
scrambling to figure out what to do so our 
attendees could get the credits they were 
promised. Stephanie was already onsite helping 
to drag tables and set up 
the event. In no time, 
she pulled out an outline 
from a previous 
speaking engagement, 
got her PowerPoint 
emailed, and stepped up 
to present. She truly 
saved the day. This is 
her hallmark ? she?s 
always there when you 
need her. We?re so 
grateful for her 
dedicated service. ? 

Ron Critzer Distinguished Service Award
KEVIN POGODA, ESQ., OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY
Ron Critzer was a 
dedicated member of 
the Association, and in 
his honor, every year 
we select a volunteer 
who goes above and 
beyond. This year?s 
winner has truly given 
his heart and soul to 
the Association. He 

has crafted our wildly successful online 
pre-licensing course, doubling student enrollment, 
and boasting the highest pass rate of all licensing 
classes in Virginia. He has authored our re-vamped 
online VCTSA course, and we?re looking forward to 
seeing it take off. He has spoken at dozens of VLTA 
events, led committees, whipped VLTA?s finances 
into shape, and helped shepherd in a new era for 
the Association. Kevin is a truly remarkable 
member of our Association. 
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Special  thanks to our   gener ous sponsor s:

North American Title Insurance 
Company 

Escrow Resolution Services 

Corporation Service Company 

E-Closing 

First Virginia Community Bank 

Four Seasons Title 

MVB Banking 

Mobile Notary Services 

Capital Bank 
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The 2017 Annual Convention took place June 1-3 at the Lansdowne Resort and Spa in 

Northern Virginia. With over 300 guests, 3600 credits awarded, and 3 days of food, fun, 

and friends, this was certainly an event to remember. 
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VLTA Political Action Committee Trophy 

FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
This year, VLTA auctioned off a trophy to honor our 
most aggressive and supportive PAC donor. After a 
harrowing fight to the finish, Frank McCormick and 
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company prevailed. 
We are so grateful for their support of our PAC! Stay 
tuned for monthly updates on the Traveling Eagle as 
it makes its way across Virginia.  
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The PAC Committee is very excited to announce we had great fundraising 

events at the Annual Convention this year. We broke all records by having 55 

contributors contribute $4,415.00 to the PAC!  

VLTA PAC

We want to thank Fidelity National Title for sponsoring the PAC Booth at the 

VLTA Annual  Convention. Did you attend the VLTA Annual Convention? Did 

you ?Shoot your Favorite Underwriter?? I want to thank all ten of our Virginia 

Underwriters for their participation in this event. You could shoot darts at the 

pictures of John David Epperly, Frank McCormick, Norbert Prigge, Steve 

Blizzard, Katherine Crawford, Colleen Taylor, Kevin Pogoda, Michael Smith, Jeff 

Thompson, or Michael Holden. John David Epperly had the most darts hit his 

picture so he won this event.  John David is a former Chair of the Board of 

Governors of the Real Property Section of the Virginia State Bar, and is 

currently the State Counsel for the Fidelity National Title Group family of 

companies (Fidelity National Title, Chicago Title, and Commonwealth Land 

Title), providing tit le underwriting assistance to agents and company 

operations throughout Virginia. He is a frequent seminar speaker on real 

estate and title insurance issues. 

 Our next fundraiser was the PAC Trophy which is absolutely beautiful. Fidelity 

National Title was the highest bidder for the trophy ?an amazing $1000. 

Thank you Fidelity National Title! The PAC Trophy gives Fidelity the bragging 

rights of having the PAC Trophy in their office for one year. We are expecting 

some great pictures of the PAC trophy having a fun time at the Fidelity offices. 

The PAC Trophy will be returned to VLTA the end of May 2018, so it can be 

auctioned off at our 2018 VLTA Annual Convention in Richmond. 

 The VLTA PAC is a critical tool in our advocacy program. It allows us to support 

legislators who are friendly to our profession and issues in the General 

Assembly. Every year, the legislature considers bills that could potentially 

impact our profession and the way our business is conducted in Virginia. It is 

imperative that we have a seat at the table when these decisions are being 

discussed. A strong PAC provides us that opportunity.  

Myrna Keplinger
The Settlement Group
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FLEXIBILITY AND EDUCATION 
CRITICAL TO WORKING WITH 
MULTICULTURAL BUYERS & SELLER 
As the owner of Advantage Settlement, Inc. in Falls 
Church, Virginia, I have served the Virginia, 
Maryland, and Washington DC area since 2001, 
and have always had a diverse clientele. I have 
grown my business by learning, understanding, 
and respecting the needs of different cultures. I?ll 
share with you some differences you will face 
when doing business with multicultural 
consumers, as well as a couple of procedural 
considerations to keep in mind when insuring 
tit les and conducting settlements. 

According to a Nielsen Consumer Report in 2015, 
multicultural consumers are the fastest growing 
segment of the U.S. population. Already over 120 
million strong and increasing by 2.3 million per year, 
multicultural populations are the growth engine of 
the future in the U.S. Hispanic-Americans, 
African-Americans, Asian-Americans, and other 
multicultural groups make up 38 percent of the U.S. 
population, with Census projections showing that 
multicultural populations will become a numeric 
majority by 2044. Due to projected population growth 
and increasing education levels among multicultural 
groups, they are poised to become the country?s 
super-consumers. The top 10 percent of a category?s 
household consumers? the "Super Consumers"? are 
the ones who can drive at least 30 percent of sales, 40 
percent of growth and 50 percent of profits. They are 
product enthusiasts, fueled by an emotional and very 
often a cultural connection.1  The opportunity to serve 
this market is greater than ever. 

 Working with multicultural home buyers and sellers 
is not intimidating if you are mindful of important 
cultural differences, customs, and preferences. 
Following are some of the observations I have made 
through my experience. 

Buying a home is often a family effort with 
multicultural buyers. All of the adult family members 
may be actively engaged in the process and will 

provide advice and support to the buyer. The 
opinions of elder family members are heavily 
considered and held in very high regard. Not only are 
the elder members possibly contributing financially to 
the purchase, but they may also live in the home. 
Multi-generational households are very common in 
multicultural communities. First generation families 
may not be fluent English speakers. However, due to 
close-knit family structures, there is typically one 
family member that can help translate. The younger 
generation in each household is usually proficient in 
English and technology. So, do not hesitate to use 

http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2015/the-making-of-a-multicultural-super-consumer-.html
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2015/the-making-of-a-multicultural-super-consumer-.html
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technology to communicate with your client.  

For many Asian buyers, feng shui principles are often 
important in choosing the home. The home must 
have good energy. The energy of the home may be 
determined by the direction the house is facing, the 
house number, or prior history of the house. This 
also comes to play at the time of settlement because 
within Asian communities, certain days of the week or 
dates of the month are not good days for closing due 
to cultural beliefs. Your clients may also work long 
hours or multiple jobs and do not view the purchase 
of a home as a valid reason to request time off from 
work; therefore, it is important to be flexible with the 
date and time of closing to accommodate any cultural 
beliefs, as well as their work schedule. Some clients 
may prefer to work with professionals from outside 
their culture for privacy reasons. Like with any client, 
in order to gain their trust, you must be competent 
and professional. Once you earn their trust and 
confidence, multicultural clients will continue to come 
back and refer their family members to you.

Negotiation is an important part of transactions in 
some cultures. The client is not trying to be 
disrespectful to your business by negotiating, but is 
simply approaching their transaction as they would in 
their home country. You can decide how you want to 
handle this situation, but do not take it personally 
and always emphasize the value you bring to the 
transaction. 

When insuring properties involving multicultural 
buyers and sellers, pay close attention to the use of 
Powers of Attorney. Make sure it is being used for a 
legitimate reason and is not self-serving. Confirm that 
the documentation is current, durable, and specific to 
the transaction, and in the proper recordable form 
(including a translation, if necessary). What may be a 
customary practice in another country may not be 
acceptable in the U.S. when it comes to insuring a 
transaction. Explaining differences to the parties 
involved when this occurs is important, so the buyers 
and sellers understand the basis for any 
requirements they must meet. 

Foreign sellers can also pose a challenge in 
determining whether they are subject to Foreign 
Investment in Real Property Tax Act (FIRPTA) 
requirements. If so, you will need to follow proper 
guidelines to withhold 15 percent of the proceeds to 

comply with the IRS. 
Failure to do so could 
make you liable for the 
tax. 

No matter the client?s 
ethnicity, education is 
essential so the client has 
the knowledge and 
understanding needed to 
make important 
decisions, including the 
purchase of an owner?s 
title insurance policy 
and the different 
coverages provided by 
the enhanced policy 
versus a standard ALTA 
owner?s policy. In 
addition, you have the 
responsibility of helping 
the client understand the 
settlement process and 
what to expect at each 
stage of the process. I 
have been able to help 
educate consumers by 
communicating directly 
with them, and also with 
the aid of educational 
materials available in 
various languages, such 
as the materials First 
American Title Insurance 
Company has developed 
specifically for 
multicultural consumers.

Working with different 
cultures can pose some 
unique challenges. But, 
once you take the steps 
to understand and 
respect cultural 
differences, you will find 
the interaction and relationships you develop to be 
very rewarding and valuable to your business.   
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THE IMPORTANCE OF 
CYBERSECURITY FOR 
SMALL BUSINESSES 
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WRITTEN BY: 
MELISSA ELLIS
Co-owner, Systems Management Enterprises, Inc.

Most small businesses do not have layers of security 
in place to protect themselves so attackers consider 
them low hanging fruit. According to Verizon?s 2017 
Data Breach Investigations Report, 61% of data 
breaches in 2016 occurred in small businesses. As 
many of you are aware, the tit le industry is in the 
attacker?s direct line of fire. The good news is that 
effective IT security is not beyond reach. Here are a 
few cybersecurity tips that can benefit your business. 

1. Net work  Secur it y 

Implementing a network firewall with Intrusion 
Detection and Prevention capabilit ies (IDS/IPS) is 
crucial. A firewall protects your network from 
malicious traffic and an IDS/IPS properly monitored 
can stop an attacker in their tracks. Unmanaged 
systems do not provide adequate security. Attackers 
are working around the clock and so should your 
security. 

Performing regular network vulnerability testing, 
internally and externally, can identify risks giving you 
the opportunity to remediate before being hacked. 
Many of the common vulnerabilit ies identified 
include legacy or otherwise unsupported operating 
systems, poor patch management, and exposed 
systems. 

It is essential that workstations, servers, and laptops 
are updated and patched on a regular basis. The 
WannaCry ransomware attack quickly infected 150 
countries and targeted computers that were 
unpatched. It is important that not only Microsoft 
updates/patches are consistently applied but also 
third-party software such as Adobe, JAVA, and 
Anti-Virus programs need to be maintained. There 
are managed systems available to ease 
administration and ensure timely and consistent 
updating/patching occurs.  

Although the media headlines 

often highlight major data 

breaches of large corporations 

and government agencies, the 

majority of businesses being 

hacked are small businesses. 

Why is this the case? 
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2.  Back  Up 

Having a backup and understanding where your 
data is stored is critical. There are several backup 
scenarios available. Whichever scenario fits your 
business the important factors remain the same: 
Make sure your data is in a secure location, is 
encrypted during transit and storage, and regularly 
test that the data can be restored. You do not want 
to be in the position where your back up is needed 
and find that hardware is not available, the time to 
recover is days or weeks longer than expected, or it 
won?t restore properly. Consider keeping backups 
of your backups. 

 3.  Secur it y Policies and Procedures 

With the ongoing concern about keeping business 
and client data safe it is vital to have security 
policies and procedures in place. Employees need 
to understand what is expected of them and be 
given the proper tools and technology to safeguard 
business and client data. For many businesses 
writing security policies and procedures can seem 
like a daunting task. There is no reason why you 
can?t start small and add to them. One simple yet 
very important policy is a password policy. 
According to Verizon?s 2017 Data Breach 
Investigations Report, 81% of hacking-related 
breaches leveraged either a stolen and/or weak 
password. Every password can be hacked it is just a 
matter of how much time it takes. A basic 
7-character password consisting of lower case 
letters can be cracked in seconds. The longer and 
more complex a password is the longer it takes to 
crack. Make it difficult for the hackers and they will 
move onto lower hanging fruit. 

 4.   Secur it y Awareness Training 

Security Awareness Training, which is a required 
layer of security, is the missing link across many 
small businesses. All of the previously mentioned 
layers of security can be implemented, however, if 
your employees are not trained on how to 
recognize and handle everyday security risks your 
business is still at serious risk. Employees are the 
number one target of attackers who expect they 
have not been given the necessary training and 
tools. One of the main problems the title industry is 
facing now are phishing emails. ALTA reported a 

480% increase in wire fraud attacks in 2016, many 
of these attacks involved phishing emails. 
Implementing a comprehensive and ongoing 
Security Awareness Training program is your best 
line of defense against these attacks. Educate and 
empower your employees; everyone is part of the 
security team! 

 It is very important that small businesses take 
pro-active approaches to IT security. Avoiding the 
necessary steps is only going to increase your 
chances of falling victim to an attack. Implementing 
and maintaining the proper layers of security can 
be complex and requires knowledge of the 
everchanging landscape of the IT security world. 
When choosing a company to assist your business, 
it is important to choose a company with proven 
expertise in IT security. Cybersecurity threats are 
continuing to rise, now is the time to take action to 
protect your business and client data. 
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In my job, I have the privilege of speaking with 

tit le and settlement agents from across the 

nation. At some point during our 

conversations, those agents who have just 

been certified as compliant with ALTA?s Best 

Practices will usually voice something similar to 

the following:

?I recently upgraded my server, and each of my 
office computers, to install new firewalls and 
anti-malware programs in an effort to achieve a 
higher level of secure software. All are encrypted 
with complex passwords which are changed every 
60 days. Whenever I send a fax or email, I use 
encryption. I have installed new locks and 
familiarized my employees with newly established 
policies and procedures to prevent unauthorized 
access to my clients? personal information. Isn?t that 
enough to prevent a breach??

The short answer is, ?No, all the steps you have taken 

are, at best, designed to minimize the potential for a 

breach, but there is nothing that you can do to prevent 

a breach.? 

The steps you take in complying with the ALTA Best 
Practices Framework all are professionally responsible 
steps, but in today?s world, those actions are just the 
minimally required steps to take when handling the 
data of other parties. While you might have spent ?a 
great deal of money? and devoted a ?substantial 
amount of time and effort? in implementing adequate 
security controls, those costs and efforts may pale in 
comparison to those of other companies that ultimately 
have found themselves subject to a data breach. For 
example, the Federal Government?s Office of Personnel 
Management, which handles millions of federal 
applicants? sensitive information, recently announced 
that it was hacked, and background investigation 
databases affecting 21.5 million individuals were stolen. 
Even those who provide direct supervision of tit le 
agents are not immune ? see the June 10, 2016, breach 
notification issued by the Virginia State Corporation 
Commission (providing oversight to insurance 
companies and agents) in which it acknowledged that 
access to ?names and social security or driver?s license 

WHATCHA 
GONNA DO, 
WHATCHA 
GONNA DO, 
WHATCHA 
GONNA DO 
WHEN A 
DATA BREACH 
HAPPENS 
TO YOU? 

repr inted by permission from 
www.pyabest pract icesblog.com , an ongoing f irm blog 
ser ies of topics relevant  to the t it le insurance and 
set t lement  indust ry. 

http://www.pyabestpracticesblog.com/
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information of these former [insurance] licensees? 
had been improperly accessed by one of its 
contractors.

When you consider the financial resources and 
time that federal and state agencies have invested 
in data security and realize that such efforts were 
not sufficient to prevent a breach, you must 
acknowledge that your efforts are far less 
stringent and leave your company far more 
vulnerable to even the most unsophisticated 
hacking attempts. Because of the data-intensive 
business in which you work, and the amount of 
money you handle daily, there is a real probability 
that over the next 5-10 years, your data will be 
hacked as a result of a security breach.

This blog is designed to assist you in planning for 
a potential data breach. Identifying your legal 
post-breach obligations and the reputational and 
financial losses you will likely sustain may 
reinforce the necessity of continued daily vigilance 
to ensure the steps you have put in place are 
meticulously followed.

Before going further, I make a disclaimer that I am 
not providing legal advice, nor do I purport to act 
as a data-breach expert. I simply am trying to 
provide you, as a tit le professional, with some 
resources regarding issues you immediately must 
address if a breach has occurred. Hopefully by 
providing you with a link to recent webinars, and 
some articles and materials published by those 
who have significant experience in this area, you 
can better fashion a game plan to contend with 
any future security breaches.

An extremely helpful resource is an April 13, 2016, 
webinar produced by ALTA, ?Life Cycle of a Data 
Breach: Know What You Need to Do.? In the 
webinar, Matthew Froning, of Security Compliance 
Associates, and Christopher Gulotta, with Real 
Estate Data Shield, provide a concise description 
of the statutes, regulations, and regulatory 
guidance letters which describe your obligation to 
protect your customers? non-public personal 
information (NPI). But more importantly, they 
document a clear trend in data breach law. They 
discuss the passage of new state legislation, and 
recent amendments to currently existing 

legislation, that reveal that your obligations in the 
event of a breach are increasing every year. The 
breach notification time frames are becoming 
smaller, requirements to utilize specific forms and 
processes are increasing, and long-standing safe 
harbor exemptions are disappearing. Froning and 
Gulotta provide clear, practical tips for developing 
your data breach incident response plan and 
recommendations for the types of companies you 
should hire to ensure your post-breach 
obligations are satisfied. After watching this 
webinar, you should conclude that your best 
strategy is to have high-level security and 
NPI-protection procedures in place to direct the 
hackers? attention elsewhere, but understand that 
you will remain vulnerable to a security breach. 
Just as in the event of a fire, knowing where the 
exits are located can save your life. In the event of 
a data breach, which is probably more likely than a 
fire, you must have a response plan in place 
ahead of the breach, along with the phone 
numbers of those companies with the skills 
necessary to implement that plan. You simply do 
not have the luxury of investigating what you need 
to do after the breach occurs.

The advice given by Gulotta and Froning is 
reaffirmed in another helpful article entitled, ?Data 
Breach Experts Share the Most Important Next 
Step You Should Take After a Data Breach in 2014 
? 2015 & Beyond,? updated as of May 18, 2016. 
This article provides insight from 30 different data 
security experts who were asked the same 
question, ?What is the first step you need to take 
in the event a breach occurs?? Each expert 
consistently advises you to react immediately by 
taking a set of steps as required under applicable 
state and federal regulations. Unfortunately, the 
?applicable? law or regulation will depend on 
where you are located and the location of the 
individuals who have been affected by the data 
breach. Most tit le companies deal with customers 
who are located in states other than those of their 
offices, compelling them to comply with not only 
the requirements of their state, but also with 
those in states where their customers live. As the 
following segments of this article reflect, this could 
mean you have to comply with the obligations of 



dozens of different states. But first, let?s discuss 
what triggers your need to notify anyone. 

What constitutes a ?breach??

If someone breaks through a locked office door 
and steals a server or a stack of closing files, most 
would agree such an event probably would meet 
the definition of a data breach, when non-public 
personal information (NPI) is accessed via 
fraudulent means. However, has a breach 
occurred if you lose a phone or laptop? As you 
might imagine, these latter two events happen far 
more often than the ?break-in-and-steal? events. 
Does the law require you to issue a data breach 
notification when you misplace your phone or 
laptop? Does it make any difference if the phone 
required a passcode or if the laptop was 
encrypted?

Frustratingly, ?it depends.? That?s because your 
obligations are almost never governed solely by 
the law of a single state. In many cases, your 
obligations also may be determined by various 
federal laws. Your ultimate obligations only can 
be determined after a careful appraisal of (1) the 
laws in the state where you reside, (2) the laws in 
the states where each of your affected customers 
live, and (3) depending on your type of business, 
the federal laws and regulations such as those 
imposed by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) 
and regulated by the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB) and Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC).

Remarkably, the same event (lost phone/laptop, 
hacking attempt, etc.) may be deemed a data 
breach in some states, but not in others. 
Therefore, knowing which law applies is a critical 
first step in determining your obligations, as one 
type of event can result in different obligations 
depending on the state in which it occurred.

Which st at e laws m ay apply?

In 2014, the Clausen Miller, PC, law firm compiled 
a list of individual state data breach laws. Another 
law firm, Baker Hostetler, also has published a 
state-by-state data breach law listing in a slightly 
different format. These online compilations can 
be excellent resources, but care must be taken to 
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Virgin ia At t orney General updat es breach not if icat ion 
guidelines
Virginia tit le and settlement agents should carefully read the entirety of Virginia Code § 18.2-186.6 for 
specific obligations in the event of a data breach. However, the Virginia Attorney General recently 
provided a summary of your obligations in a notice effective July 1, 2017 which is reprinted below: 

DATABASE BREACH NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
UPDATED JULY 1, 2017

Section 18.2-186.6 of the Code of Virginia, which became effective on July 1, 2008, requires an individual 
or entity that owns, maintains, or possesses personal identifying information of Virginia residents who 
has a reasonable belief that such personal information was accessed or acquired by an unauthorized 
individual or entity to report the unauthorized breach to the Office of the Virginia Attorney General and to 
provide notification to each affected Virginia resident.

As part  of the not if icat ion, the Virginia At torney General?s Office requests the following 
informat ion from the individual or ent ity making the not if icat ion:

1. A cover letter on official letterhead to the Virginia Attorney General?s Office as notification of the 
breach;

2. Approximate date of the incident to include how the breach was discovered;
3. Cause of breach;
4. Number of Virginia residents affected by the breach;
5. The steps taken to remedy the breach; and
6. A sample of the notification made to the affected parties, to include any possible offers of free 

credit monitoring.
The requirements for not if icat ion to affected Virginians are listed in sect ion 18.2-186.6 and 
include:

7. The incident in general terms;
8. The type of personal information that was subject to the unauthorized access and acquisition;
9. The general acts of the individual or entity to protect the personal information from further 

unauthorized access;
10. A telephone number that the person may call for further information and assistance, if one exists; 

and
11. Advice that directs the person to remain vigilant by reviewing account statements and monitoring 

free credit reports.

UPDATE: As of July 1, 2017, any employer or payroll service provider who experiences a breach of an 
employee?s tax identification number and income tax withheld for that employee must notify the 
Attorney General?s Office without unreasonable delay and provide the name and federal employer 
identification number (FEIN) of the employer suffering the breach.

Please address all notifications to the Attorney General?s Office to:

Computer Crime Section
Virginia Attorney General?s Office
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, VA 23219

For further inquiries regarding database breach notification, please contact the Computer Crime Section 
at 804-786-2071.
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verify the cited statutes have not been recently 
modified. These resources provide valuable insight 
into state-mandated procedures and customer 
notification obligations that can be imposed in the 
event of an NPI-related incident.

As you assess these state law compilations, you 
will find that most states have specific, and often 
similar, definitions of what constitutes a data 
breach. A recent article indicated that until 
recently, 41 states agreed that the loss or 
unauthorized access of a device containing 
encrypted data would not constitute a data 
breach, and therefore no customer notifications 
would be required. This commonly is referred to as 
an ?encrypted data safe harbor? statute. Virginia 
has adopted a similar position in § 18.2-186.6 - 
?Breach of personal information notification? 
which states: 

A. As used in this section:

"Breach of the security of the system" 
means the unauthorized access and 
acquisition of unencrypted and unredacted 
computerized data [emphasis added] that 
compromises the security or confidentiality 
of personal information maintained by an 
individual or entity as part of a database of 
personal information regarding multiple 
individuals and that causes, or the 
individual or entity reasonably believes has 
caused, or will cause, identity theft or other 
fraud to any resident of the 
Commonwealth.

[But note, § 18.2-186.6 (C) provides that if 
the data breach thief also acquires the 
encryption key, the mere fact that you had 
originally encrypted your data will not give 
you a pass from notification obligations. 

As a result, in Virginia and many other states, there 
is widespread consensus that encryption of your 
devices is the best available preventive tool, and 
implementing that process should be sufficient to 
eliminate the need for customer notification 
obligations.  

See sidebar, Virginia Attorney General updates 
breach notification guidelines

As a result, determining the applicable state law 
requirements entails initial analysis of your state?s 
laws, immediately followed by an analysis of your 
customers? states of residence. Once a customer?s 
residence is established, you will need to read and 
follow the state law associated with that particular 
resident. For an active tit le agency, handling 
transactions for buyers and sellers moving to and 
from locations nationwide, this approach may 
force you to read and comply with dozens of state 
laws.

Consider  whet her  you are exem pt  in par t icular  
st at e st at ut es 

In reading those applicable state laws, you need to 
check for any provision that exempts your 
company from compliance with the specifics of 
that particular state law. For example, some states 
like Virginia, provide that the statute defining the 
notice obligations ?does not apply to any person or 
entity subject to Title V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley 
Act of 1999.? If you run a shoe repair company or 
other entity not governed by GLBA, this provision 
would not have any impact on your 
state-mandated obligations. However, if you are a 
tit le and/or settlement agency, which GLBA defines 
as a ?financial institution,? this type of provision 
may exempt you from the specific customer 
notification obligations requirement under state 
laws that contain such a provision. In that case, a 
tit le/settlement agency then must look at the 
federal laws and regulations to determine what 
course of action to employ.

Obligat ions ar ising under  federal laws and 
regulat ions

There is a clear argument that tit le and settlement 
agencies always are covered by the obligations 
imposed under various federal laws. GLBA, 
codified at 15 U.S.C. § 6801 et seq., is an 
all-encompassing piece of federal legislation 
passed in 1999 that imposes strict obligations on 
financial institutions to protect the NPI of their 
customers and consumers. By definition, tit le and 
settlement agents are deemed to be financial 
institutions and therefore subject to those same 
obligations and penalties for breach thereof. 
Additionally, Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 



45, grants the FTC power to investigate and 
prevent deceptive trade practices and deems it the 
primary government enforcement agency with 
powers to impose penalties for financial institution 
data breaches. For that reason, the federal 
definition of a data breach must be considered.

The FTC defines a data breach as ?any 
unauthorized acquisition of computerized data 
that compromises the security, confidentiality, or 
integrity of personal information maintained by a 
person or business.? GLBA has a similar, but 
slightly different, definition: ?Any unauthorized 
disclosure of personally identifiable financial 
information that was given by a consumer to a 
financial institution resulting from any transaction 
with the consumer or any service performed for 
the consumer or otherwise obtained by the 
financial institution.? Note that neither of these 
definitions provides any safe harbor for the loss of 
data that has been encrypted. So, if you determine 
that your customer notification obligations are 
governed by adherence to federal laws, although 
encryption is highly recommended as a defense to 
unauthorized access, it will not lessen your 
notification obligations if a device is lost, stolen, or 
compromised.

Window for  com pliance once a breach occurs

Once you have determined which law(s) apply, you 
then have the obligation to dig deeper and identify 
the specific steps you must take. It is 
recommended that you have access to the laws 
that apply to your organization to expedite your 
ability to react timely. Failing to act within the 
specific time frame could subject you to significant 
fines and penalties. Virginia statutes, and many 
other states describe the time frames for your 
notificaion actions in general terms, such as 
?without unreasonable delay,? but other states 
have specific timing deadlines to which you must 
adhere. Tennessee, Ohio, Rhode Island, Vermont, 
Washington, and Wisconsin require that notices be 
given in 45 days. Other states require even shorter 
deadlines (Florida?s is 30 days), while Connecticut 
currently has a 90-day deadline. This may seem 
like a workable time period, but there are 
numerous actions that must be taken within this 
period, and acting promptly will minimize your 

eventual financial and reputational losses.

Do you find all this overwhelmingly confusing? 
While a complicated subject, it is essential to 
understand to prepare yourself for the possibility 
of a data breach. Hopefully, by realizing the 
complexity inherent in developing a post-breach 
plan of action, you will be even more focused on 
the importance of taking every step necessary to 
avoid a data breach event.

Finally, if you find that you are obligated to provide 
a breach notification to affected parties, you have 
to struggle with what to say and how to say it 
appropriately. 

The referenced industry experts referenced 
hereinabove all offered advice regarding what they 
thought was the ?appropriate? response to a data 
breach. However, whether or not an entity 
responds ?appropriately? ultimately will be 
evaluated by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 
which has direct supervision over all cybersecurity 
issues, and acts as the final arbiter in determining 
whether the actions taken are enough. Therefore, 
is important to stay abreast of any guidance the 
FTC has offered on this topic.

October 25, the FTC released new guidance for 
businesses outlining recommended actions to take 
in the event of a data breach. This publication, 
?Data Breach Response Guide? (Guide), provides a 
concise description of a response plan, complete 
with a sample letter to send to those affected.

The Guide covers three categories of actions: 
securing operations, fixing vulnerabilit ies, and 
notifying the appropriate parties. Recently, Morgan 
Lewis & Bockius LLP released a blog that provides 
a good summary of these three action areas, but 
the FTC publication is straightforward and leaves 
fewer questions about the FTC?s expectations of an 
appropriate response.

The 16-page booklet provides step-by-step 
instructions for what should be accomplished 
once an entity is made aware of a data breach, 
along with key phone numbers and website 
addresses of parties that immediately should be 
contacted. It provides concise information about 
obligations regarding required notification of the 
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FTC and others, as well as links to appropriate local 
and federal authorities. I would suggest this Guide 
be part of your plan for developing an appropriate 
response in the likely event a data breach would 
occur in the future.

Remember, compliance with ALTA?s Best Practices 
Pillar 3 requires more than implementing policies 
and procedures designed to minimize 
unauthorized access to customers? confidential 
data. It also requires that you maintain a plan to 
deal with any security hacks that might occur. 
Development of a written ?post-breach? action 
plan is required under Pillar 3.10, which requires a 
third-party assessment firm to ?obtain and review 
documented procedures for security breach 
notification, including evidence of a program 
review at least annually.? Since it?s required that 
you have a written plan, the plan should 
incorporate compliance with the procedures and 
processes outlined in this FTC Guide. By doing so, 
entities can ensure they are in compliance with 
Best Practices assessment procedure 3.10, but 
more importantly, they can avoid significant fines 
as levied by the FTC after the occurrence of a data 
breach.  
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This is a follow-up to the piece I wrote last summer about the email scam in which the 

scammer tries to steal from the title company escrow account by posing as a home 

purchaser whose deal falls through. 

Tales from the Table: 

EMAIL SCAMS

As a reminder, the 

scam works like this: 

The title agent 

receives what 

purports to be a sales 

contract and agrees to 

receive the earnest money deposit. A few days 

later, a ?cashier?s check? arrives. The check looks 

good so the tit le agent deposits it into the escrow 

account and opens a file. The next day, the 

purchaser calls and says that the deal has fallen 

through. He has another property that he can buy, 

but he needs to act quickly. He requests that the 

tit le agent wire the funds back to him right away. 

The title agent has deposited the cashier?s check 

and it is the next business day, so the 

funds are available. The title agent 

wants to keep this customer happy 

and hopefully keep the new deal, 

so the funds go out. A day or two 

later, the tit le agent gets a 

notification from his bank that 

the cashier?s check was no good. 

It was either fraudulently created 

or was from a batch of stolen checks.  The title 

agent has just wired out funds that he did not 

have. 

When I first wrote about this, I am sure that most 

of us (me included) said to ourselves that we 

would never fall for something like this. We have 

procedures in place to prevent it. We are 

experienced and can smell a rat. What caused me 

to revisit this story was a telephone call that I 

received a few weeks ago. The caller was an FBI 

agent who was investigating this exact scam. 

During her investigation, she came across my story 

in the VLTA Examiner and was hoping that I still 

had a copy of the email. She told me that several 

tit le agencies had lost money to the scam. I 

asked if my description of how the scam 

worked was accurate and she told me 

that I was pretty close.                  

It strikes me that there are several 

keys to avoiding losing money to 

scammers: 1) Talk to your 

employees so they know to be 

alert and impress upon them the 
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importance of asking you if they suspect that a request 

is a litt le off; 2) Beware of people trying to get you to act 

quickly; 3) Take a moment to consider whether you 

really want to send that wire. An extra hour will 

probably not make much difference to the recipient, but 

it could mean a lot to you; 4) If you have doubts, talk to 

someone. Call your underwriter, call your best friend in 

the industry, call your spouse; and 5) Maybe don?t be so 

eager to please. The history of the tit le industry is 

littered with agents who have gotten in trouble, usually 

because they wanted to make a client happy and did 

something that was slightly over the line. 

Please remember that the scammers know that we hold 

substantial amounts of funds in our escrow accounts 

and would like nothing better than to separate us from 

those funds. They are smart and they are creative. They 

have nothing to lose if an idea for a scam does not 

work. They just move on to the next one. According to 

my underwriter, the email that I received last year was a 

mass mailing. It only takes one of us to slip and make 

the scammer?s month.

Finally, I don?t want to sound like a broken record, but 

watch out for people you don?t really know who are 

trying to get you to act quickly. Haste is one of the 

scammer?s greatest tools. It causes us to act less 

carefully, before we have had a chance to consider 

whether we are doing the prudent thing. When in 

doubt, take an extra moment. If the client is upset, 

explain that you are taking the moment to protect the 

client?s money. That client will no longer be upset. She 

will thank you. 

Download a PDF of this article
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There was one interesting part, which brought to 
mind certain processes and procedures that, I 
have to admit, had gotten rusty through disuse. 
Once upon a time (come on you all know this 
part), in a galaxy far, far away, the process of tit le 
examination involved a review of the 
descriptions off the adjoining properties. Why? 
Because in an era before subdivision plats 
became such a ubiquitous part of land 
development, descriptions were generally 
written courses and distances, or even more 
vaguely, by reference to adjoining owners. And in 
an age before calculators and deed plotting 
software, an era before adult onset dyslexia was 
pandemic, error was always a possibility. (Come 
to think of it, error remains a possibility even 
today with all the checks and balances of 
modern land division tools.)

You may remember those descriptions. They 
read in some variation of ?All that certain parcel 
of land, bounded on the north by Smith, on the 
east by the public road, on the south by Johnson, 
and on the west by Williams. Or they got a litt le 
more measured: ?All that certain parcel of land, 
beginning at the intersection of the public road 
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know him, never mind. 
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with the southeast corner of Johnson, thence 
running southerly 200' along the public road to the 
northeast corner of the land now or formerly of 
Brown, thence turning and running westerly 200' 
to the eastern boundary of the property now or 
formerly of Williams; thence turning and running 
northerly 200' along the boundary of now or 
formerly Williams to the line of Johnson; thence 
turning and running easterly 200' along the 
boundary of Johnson to the public road, the point 
of beginning.?

These are variations of a metes and bounds 
description, once removed. Just as a description by 
reference to a subdivision plat incorporates the 
courses and distances drawn on the plat into the 
deed of conveyance, these derived descriptions 
incorporate the boundary lines from the adjoining 
owners' deeds (or deeds in their chain of tit le) into 
the deed description. Which means the examiner 
has to read the adjoiner 's deeds to find out how 
those lines were described.

And why do we care? Let me digress briefly into 
some of the inspiring guidance provided by the 
Supreme Court of Virginia.  Believe it or not, there 
is a priority list setting forth the methods 
evidencing boundaries (where there are 
inconsistencies) in descending order:

1. natural monuments or landmarks
2. artificial monuments and established lines, 

marked or surveyed
3. adjacent boundaries or lines of adjoining 

tracts
4. calls for courses and distances
5. designations of quantity.

Providence Properties, Inc. v. United Virginia 
Bank/Seaboard National, Trustee, 219 Va. 735 VA. 
(1979), which the court reiterated in Spainhour v. B. 
Aubrey Huffman & Assoc., 237 Va. 340 (1989). While 
that list favors monuments (and what is a 
surveyor 's corner pin, but an artificial 
monument?), adjacent boundaries come right 
behind that, perhaps due to another Court 
decision ruling an adjoining owner 's lines, when 
the location is certain, is a monument of the 
highest dignity. Richmond Cedar Works v. West, 
152 Va. 533 (1930).

And why has the Court provided us with its 
inspired guidance? Did I make reference earlier to 
possibility of error? Look, yes, I did. And what does 
all this stuff about monuments and descriptions 
have to do with resolving those errors? I wish I 
could answer these deep questions with the same 
rapidity in which I ask them. What is the most likely 
modern manifestation of such an error going to 
look like? One might hypothesize two angry 
neighbors, standing on their common boundary 
with loaded shotguns (people holding shotguns 
are definitely monuments with dignity in my 
book!!) after having discovered that their 
descriptions have resulted in what may be called 
an interlock, or more commonly, an overlap. This 
is not a new error, as the Court has addressed it 
before:

[W]here a senior patentee settles upon any 
portion of his land claiming title to the whole, 
whether inside or outside of the interlock, 
before the junior patentee has settled upon 
any part of the interlock, the senior patentee is 
in possession to the extent of his grant, and a 
subsequent entry of the junior patentee upon 
the interlock only ousts the senior patentee to 
the extent of the land actually in the occupancy 
of the junior patentee by residence, 
improvement, cultivation, or other open, 
notorious and habitual acts of ownership.? 
Smith v. The Pittston Company, 203 Va. 408, 
413-414, 124 S.E.2d 1, ___ (1962). 

This repeats the holdings in earlier cases such as 
LaDue v. Currell, 201 Va. 200 (1959), Baldwin v. 
Mothena, 171 Va. 94 (1938), and Fry v. Stowers, 98 
Va. 417 (1900).

How to apply it here? We all know that being first 
in time is an important concept in tit le 
examination. When Mater Res Publica conveyed a 
portion of her land (let 's analogize to a pizza here) 
to the first purchaser, that was like a slice out of 
the pizza. When she conveys the second parcel 
(slice of pizza), it can't include any of the first 
parcel, because that parcel is gone. And so on and 
so on until the whole acreage (pizza) is gone. And 
even if one of the slices is larger than intended, as 
long as everyone today is an innocent purchaser 
for value without notice, it can still be gone (See 
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Guss v. Realty Corporation, 204 Va. 65, 129 
S.E.2d 43 (1963)). I'm going to assume the 
pizza slices are still on a platter (because the 
alternative is just too disgusting to 
contemplate), so people can act on those 
slices even though they don't really own 
them (I am infamous in certain circles for 
snatching slices of pepperoni from other 
people's (usually folks of a vegetarian 
persuasion) slices ? look over there, the 
Winged Victory of Samothrace!! I am no 
longer an innocent purchaser for value ? 
unless the jalapeno pepper stuck to the 
pepperoni constitutes consideration, 
waitress, can I get another beer, please?). 
Trespass can ripen to adverse possession, 
but that requires facts other than the 
boundary's description, and besides, the 
pizza will be cold, so we are not going there 
today.

If the Court can identify the boundaries, the 
first conveyance is almost always going to 
prevail over the second conveyance (first in 
time is first in right). So if that first 
conveyance included 10' of what was also 
described in the second conveyance, the 
second purchaser has a problem. Which 
means our employers have a problem.

Let 's make sure we are not the problem and 
let 's be careful out there. 

TUTE
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A sampling of Member Discount participants are below.  For more information, please email us directly. If you are 

a Member, simply click on the logo below to be redirected to the Member Discount offer. (Member login required.) 

Learn more about this month?s featured partner at 

Learn more about our member 
discount partners!  >>
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The Virginia Land Title Insti-
tute is a unique online training 
portal designed exclusively for 
Virginia title insurance profes-
sionals. The Virginia Land Title 

Institute is the proud host of over 80 hours of Continuing Edu-
cation for Title Insurance Agents, Attorneys, Title Examiners 
and Title Settlement Agents. Be sure to inquire about all-
inclusive VLTA membership to access our complete catalog for 
free! Visit the Virginia Land Title Institute today.

Virginia Land Tit le Inst itute

Tit le Insurance Pre-Licensing Course
The Title Insurance Pre-Licensing course is likely your first step 

in a new career. Whether you are a seasoned industry professional, 
or a fresh face, we welcome you to our class. VLTA provides 
concierge service to all students. We walk you through every step 
of the licensing process, and even help you locate resources to 
start your business, grow your business, and more. We are 
connected with every aspect of title insurance ?  no other provider 

can help you get started like VLTA. There?s 
more? Our instructor is an industry veteran, 
both an attorney and an underwriter, and 
works hard to prepare you for success on 
your exam. With Kevin Pogoda, you?ll enjoy a 
riotous 2 days of class ?  we keep it fun! 
You?ll also benefit from the broad and 

hands-on experience of a fabulous instructor. Kevin Pogoda is a 
nationally renowned speaker who has engaged audiences of all 
kinds with his humorous and thrilling style. More still? With VLTA, 
you?ll have access to ongoing continuing education resources, the 
support of a caring home office, and the boost of our statewide 
network of professionals.

 If you have questions, we have answers. And most 
importantly?  our students succeed! With exam-focused 
preparation, our students boast the highest pass rate of any 
provider in Virginia. VLTA is your best choice for success. 
Course Details

The 16-Hour Course is delivered in eight 2-hour sessions, 
each complete with a narrative PowerPoint explaining each 
concept covered in the outline as well as learning checks to 
ensure you are progressing with the knowledge you need to 
pass the exam. At the end of the course, you will have access to 
study questions to prepare for the exam. Once you have 
successfully completed all portions of the class, you will be able 
to print the required course completion paperwork so that you 
can sit for the exam. You are also welcome to contact our 
instructor at any time during the course to ask questions one 
on one ?  YES! That?s right! You?ll have live instructor 
interaction at your disposal throughout the course by phone or 
email. No other course in Virginia offers such a vast array of 
resources to students at such a great price! 

Register online at the Virginia Land Title Institute.

The Virginia Certified Title Examiner (VCTE) 
Course by Julie Ann Rutledge, Instructor, is a 
basic introduction to title examination in 
Virginia. Covering a broad base of Virginia 
laws and statutes related to title examination, 
processes, and basic underwriting, the course 
prepares a new examiner for training in the 
field and ensures that existing examiners 

have a comprehensive understanding of basic title examination. This 
course is appropriate for new title examiners, paralegals, attorneys, 
and title settlement agents. 

The VCTE Course was established in August 2012, to create a 
basic foundation and to provide structured education on the basic 
title examination principles, practices and standards for title 
examination education in Virginia. The goal was also to create 
meaningful education of title search and examination fundamentals 
in order to provide a platform for continuing education to ensure 
that certified title examiners remain current on industry and 
regulatory changes in Virginia.

Register online at the Virginia Land Title Institute. 

Virginia Cert if ied Tit le Examiner Course

The Virginia Certified Title Settlement 
Agent?  course is the only formal 
instructional program available for title 
settlement agents in Virginia. VLTA 

developed the VCTSA course to promote higher standards and skills 
for title settlement agents to benefit the land title industry and real 
property consumers. Those who complete this course are awarded 
the VCTSA designation, a voluntary accreditation currently not 
required by Virginia law. Click here to take the course online.

Virginia Cert if ied Tit le Set t lement  Agent Learn More >>
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VLTA MEMBERSHIP COMES WITH IMPORTANT BENEFITS
Education

Virginia Land Title Association is the only provider of the full suite of Virginia-specific land title education programs. VLTA offers 

online pre-licensing education; the Virginia Certified Title Settlement Agent ?  course; the Virginia Certified Title Examiner ?  course; 

continuing education; continuing legal education; and certification continuing education both live and online. Earn your mandatory 4 

hours of non-agency sponsored credits while engaging with national and local experts. VLTA members have access to 100% FREE online 

continuing education, 50% off licensure and certification courses; free regional education events; and up to 50% off our Annual 

Convention.

Advocacy
Virginia Land Title Association supports your business and the industry through advocacy and direct lobbying. Each year, we review 

and track dozens of proposed bills; develop relationships with key legislators; interact directly with entities such as the Housing 

Commission, the Virginia Insurance Continuing Education Board, the Virginia Court Clerks Association, and the Virginia State Bar; offer 

members engagement support through TAN; and propose and support VLTA-developed legislation. Our legislative committee is an 

active and thriving committee dedicated to bolstering the interests of our industry.

News, Updates, and Trainings
As a member of VLTA, you will be part of a community of professionals in the know. VLTA keeps you up to date on industry news; 

trains you for upcoming regulatory changes; and helps you stay in business with targeted workshops and webinars. A recent industry 

survey showed that as of May 14, 2015, roughly 50% of VLTA members were prepared to undergo Best Practices certification, compared 

to roughly 15% of the industry at large. VLTA members are prepared to compete in this ever-changing marketplace. Are you? 

Choose Your Level of Benefits
This year, Virginia Land Title Association is offering a tiered member benefits program. Companies can choose their level of benefits 

based on their needs. We encourage all members to consider the all-inclusive membership model. For just a few dollars more each 

year, members will have access to our new, world-class online continuing education portal, deep discounts on Convention, and free 

attendance at regional events. Who could ask for more?

RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP ? JOIN VLTA


